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Electoral boundaries committee formed
Next general election likely to be held after Budget
announcement next year, says law don Eugene Tan
KOK YUFENG

With a review of Singapore’s
electoral boundaries underway,
voters are likely to be at the polls
early next year in a general election that could be even more
competitive than before, political observers say.
The Elections Department
yesterday announced the formation of the Electoral Boundaries
Review Committee (EBRC) –
the first step towards the next
general election, which must be
held by April 2021.
Convened last month by
Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong, the EBRC will review the
boundaries of current electoral
divisions, taking into consideration significant changes in the
number of electors in the electoral divisions as a result of population shifts and housing developments.

Made up of senior civil servants and chaired by the secretary to the Prime Minister, Mr
Tan Kee Yong, the EBRC will recommend to Mr Lee the number
and boundaries of group representation
constituencies
(GRCs) and single-member constituencies (SMCs).

GRC SIZE
It has also been tasked with
reducing the average size of
GRCs further and creating more
SMCs than the current 13.
There are currently 16 GRCs
with an average size of 4.75 members, down from five in 2011 and
5.4 before then.
Singapore Management University (SMU) law don Eugene
Tan said the committee’s formation points to an election after
next year’s Budget announcement, which is typically held in
the last week of February.
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“PM Lee made significant
announcements in his National
Day rally three weeks ago and
financial provisions will have to
be made for them,” he told The
New Paper.
“My suspicion is that many of
these policies will be part of the
PAP’s (People’s Action Party)
manifesto and it will go to the
voters to ask for an unequivocally strong mandate.”
The EBRC has taken between
two and four months to do its
work, and once it releases its
report, the next steps in the
lead-up to the polls are:
● Issuing the writ of election,

● Dissolving Parliament,
● Nomination Day,
● And a minimum of nine days
of campaigning and
Cooling-Off Day, on the eve
of Polling Day.
For past elections, the interval between the announcement
of the EBRC’s formation and
Polling Day ranged from two to
seven months.
Said Education University of
Hong Kong’s Assistant Professor Woo Jun Jie: “Certainly, this
gives the opposition a limited
timeframe to work with,
although several parties have
shown indications that they

Fees, bursaries for part-time tertiary students to be reviewed: PM
ADRIAN LIM,
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Fees and bursaries for part-time
students will be reviewed, and if
necessary, adjusted.
Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong said this yesterday,
adding to his announcement at
last month’s National Day Rally
that tertiary education will be
more affordable.
He noted that the Government has not yet revised the fees
and bursaries for part-time students, although it had done so
for full-time students through
higher bursaries for lower- and
middle-income university students, and lower fees for general
degree programmes at the Singapore University of Social Sciences (SUSS) and Singapore
Institute of Technology.
“We looked at them, but we
think that these fees and bursaries should be affordable for
working adults,” he said in a
speech at SUSS’ inaugural ministerial dialogue.
The value of lifelong learning
and a university education, as
well as the future of work amid
technological disruption, were
among the issues covered during a lively one-hour dialogue
between PM Lee and some 500
SUSS students.

Mr Lee Hsien Loong (left) at the Singapore University of Social Sciences’ inaugural ministerial dialogue, where issues such as the value of
lifelong learning and a university education as well as the future of work amid technological disruption were covered.
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SUSS, which became Singapore’s sixth autonomous university in 2017, offers full-time and
part-time graduate and undergraduate courses.

CHALLENGE
PM Lee said the biggest challenge for Singapore’s education
system is to make it effective for
continual learning.
He explained that it was not

just a matter of money or about
running courses, but having educational programmes that are
suited to meet the learning
needs and styles of adults –
whether they are from Generation X, or in their 70s.
Courses offered in polytechnics and universities like SUSS
have to be structured in a modular fashion, and lecturers have to
be able to adapt teaching styles

to help older people learn at their
own pace, he noted.
A whole support system must
also be in place, so employers
understand and make adjustments when their workers go for
courses; and employees can
focus on their jobs and studies
and maintain a balance, he
added.
adrianl@sph.com.sg

have already been preparing.”
SIM Global Education’s Dr
Felix Tan agreed that a March
2020 election was likely but
would not be surprised if one
was called in December.
“It might take the opposition
by surprise,” he said.
SMU’s Prof Tan said SMCs
and smaller GRCs allow for a
closer connection between
Members of Parliament and
their constituents, but this
might also make it easier for the
opposition to not just field a
team, but put out a strong one.
Said SIM’s Dr Tan: “Having
more SMCs, perhaps we will see
more opposition figures and a
more vibrant election.”
Dr Woo said the loss of Aljunied GRC to the Workers’ Party
in 2011 has shown how GRCs can
be an Achilles heel for the PAP.
“Given that the next GE is
expected to be even more
intensely contested, greater
decentralisation can help
reduce such risks.”
yufengk@sph.com.sg

COE prices
continue to fall
across the board
Certificate of Entitlement
(COE) prices continued their
downward trend from the
previous tender two weeks
ago, falling across the board
in the latest bidding exercise
yesterday.
Premiums for larger cars
above 1,600cc or 130bhp and
the premium for open category COEs saw the largest
drops.
The former fell by $2,601,
from $38,602 during the Aug
22 tender to $36,001, while
the price of open category
COEs, which can be used for
any vehicle type except
motorcycles, fell by $2,090,
finishing at $37,912 compared to $40,002.
Meanwhile, premiums for
cars up to 1,600cc and
130bhp dipped slightly by
$134, from $31,917 to
$31,783, and the COE price
for goods vehicles and buses
fell from $26,501 to $25,502.
Motorcycle COEs ended at
$4,089, down from $4,301.
In all, 5,029 bids were
received, with a quota of
3,502 COEs available.
– KOK YUFENG

